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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE. 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This appeal involves competing claims as to rights ansmg under a certain 
"Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Black Rock - A Planned Unit 
Development" (referred to herein as "the Declaration" or "the CC&RS") recorded in 
Kootenai County in 2001. The Black Rock PUD was originally developed by Black Rock 
Development, Inc., the initial Declarant under the Declaration. Black Rock Development 
developed a residential community with adjacent "Club Property," consisting of a golf course 
and related golf course amenities. 
The Appellants herein are Sky Canyon Properties, LLC, Robert C. Samuel, Joe K. 
Donald and Lisbeth Lillemore Donald, Wayne A. Gianotti and Carolyn M. Gianotti, Russell 
M. Wicks, and Evelyn Wicks, Buddy C. Stanley, and Judith L. Stanley, and Craig R. Fallon 
and M. Ellen Fallon. The Appellants, collectively referred to herein as "Sky Canyon," each 
ovvn a residential lot encumbered by the Declaration. 
The Golf Club at Black Rock, LLC (hereafter "The Golf Club"), the Respondent 
herein, is the successor-in-interest to the "Club Property," as that phrase is defined in the 
Declaration, which consists primarily of the golf course and surrounding undeveloped 
acreage. The "Club Property" was originally owned by The Club at Black Rock, LLC, an 
entity with which The Golf Club has no relationship. 1 
1Appellants inadvertently mis-identified Respondent as "The Club at Black Rock, 
LLC" at page 1 of their Opening Brief. The Club at Black Rock, LLC is an entity related to 
and associated with the original project developer and Declarant (Black Rock Development, 
Inc.). As set forth herein, The Club at Black Rock has since divested itself of the "Club 
Property," as that phrase is defined in the Declaration, and The Golf Club at Black Rock is 
1 
As part of its purchase of the "Club Property," The Golf Club also acquired, by 
assignment, all of the Declarant' s rights under the subject Declaration. There is no dispute 
that the "Period of Declarant Control," as that phrase is used in the Declaration, remains in 
effect until July of 2021. 
Sky Canyon acknowledges that it possesses no rights as Declarant. Sky Canyon 
acknowledges that the period of Declarant Control remains in effect for at least eight and a 
half (8 1/i) more years. Sky Canyon claims that The Golf Club is not qualified as the 
Successor Declarant based upon language contained in Section 27. 7 of the Declaration. The 
Golf Club disagrees. 
Section 27. 7 of the Declaration provides in pertinent part: "Declarant may assign all 
or any part of the Special Declarant Rights or any ofDeclarant's other rights and reservations 
hereunder to any successor who takes title to all or part of the Property in a bulk purchase for 
the purpose of development and sale .... " The Golf Club acquired through a bulk purchase 
all of the "Club Property," as defined in the Declaration, coupled with an assignment of the 
Declarant' s rights. The purchase price was $7.5 million. This represented a forty-eight 
percent ( 48%) discount from the combined assessed valuations for said properties ($14.465 
million). 
The District Court heard cross-motions for summary judgment filed by Sky Canyon 
and The Golf Club. The District Court granted summary judgment to The Golf Club. Sky 
Canyon then filed an unsuccessful post-judgment "Motion to Disqualify," followed by an 
unsuccessful "Motion for Reconsideration." This appeal followed. 
a subsequent purchaser of the same. 
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B. Statement of Facts. 
1. The Black Rock Declaration and the Club Property. 
On July 31, 2001, Black Rock Development, Inc., as Declarant, recorded a certain 
"Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions Black Rock." R., Vol. II, pp. 
482-560. The "Declaration" set forth certain "Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions" 
applicable to "Black Rock," a Planned Unit Development. The Declaration, recorded as 
Kootenai County Instrument No. 1689309, is referred to herein interchangeably as "the 
Declaration" or "the CC&Rs. 
The recorded Declaration encumbered various parcels of real property located in 
Kootenai County and included within the Black Rock PUD. A total of approximately 659 
acres was described in and encumbered by the Declaration. R., Vol. II, p. 560. 
Some of the property encumbered by the Declaration was thereafter platted by Black 
Rock Development, Inc., the initial Declarant, for residential purposes, through various 
phases. R., Vol. Il,p. (if 4). The initial Black Rock PUD approval was for a total of38 l 
residential units. AR, p. 24. 3 The maximum permissible density in the PUD, based upon 
existing zoning, is 704 residential units. Id. 
In addition to the 381 residential units, the PUD included what has been referred to 
as the "Club Property." The "Club Property" is defined in the Declaration as follows: 
2Salient provisions of the Declaration, related to the issues on appeal, are separately 
reproduced for the Court's convenience in the Appendix attached to this Respondent's Brief. 
3The acronym "AR" refers to the Augmented Clerk's Record on Appeal," which 
consists of one volume. 
3 
2.17. Means all of the real property owned by the Club or 
its successors or assigns plus all of the recreational and social 
facilities and maintenance facilities constructed thereon, which will 
be operated by the Club or its successors or assigns and commonly 
known as The Club at Black Rock, including without limitation, the 
golf course, the golf clubhouse, golf practice facilities, golf 
maintenance facilities, tennis courts, swimming pool, private beach, 
and any other recreational facilities offored by the Club. THE CLUB 
PROPERTY IS KOT COMMON AREA. 
R., Vol. II, p. 494 (the Declaration at§ 2.17). The "Club Property," as originally created by 
the Black Rock PUD and as described in the Declaration, was initially owned by "The Club 
at Black Rock, LLC," an entity wholly-umelated to 'The Golf Club at Black Rock, LLC," 
the Respondent herein. R., Vol. II, p. 467. 
The Declaration contains the following additional disclosures regarding the "Club 
Property": 
17.1. The golf course planned by Declarant [Black Rock 
Development, Inc.] will be privately ov.med and operated by the Club 
[The Club at Black Rock, LLC] and is not of the Common Area 
hereunder. Nothing in this Declaration nor any designation or 
reference on any Plat, Final Development Plan, Black Rock 
document, planned unit development document, approval document 
issued by any government entity, drawing, advertisement, brochure, 
or any other document in any way relating to Community [the Black 
Rock Planned Unit Development] or any oral representation of any 
agent of the Declarant or any party related to Declarant shall give rise 
to any right, whether expressed or implied, of an Owner to play golf, 
have access to the Club Property, be a member of the Club, require 
the Declarant to construct or maintam the area as a Club Property, or 
otherwise impose any obligation of Declarant relating in any to 
the proposed Club Property. All arrangements relating to any Ovvner 
and the planned Club Property must be in writing signed by the 
Owner of the planned Club Property and shall be separate and apart 
from the Black Rock documents. The Club has the exclusive right to 
determine from time-to-time, in its sole discretion and without notice 
or approval of any change, how and by whom the Club Property shall 
be used. By way of example, but not limitation, the Club has the 
4 
right to approve users and determine eligibility for use, to reserve use 
rights for future purchasers of Lots, to terminate any or all use rights, 
to change, eliminate or cease operation of any or all the Club 
Property, to transfer any or all of its rights to the Club Property or the 
operation thereof to anyone and on any terms which it deems 
appropriate, to limit the availability of use privileges, and to require 
the payment of a purchase price, initiation membership deposit, 
dues and other charges for the use privileges. OWNERSHIP OF A 
LOTORANYPORTIONOFTHEPROPERTYORMEMBERSHIP 
IN THE ASSOCIATION DOES NOT GIVE ANY VESTED RlGHT 
OR EASEMENT, PRESCRIPTIVE OR OTHERWISE, TO USE 
THE CLUB PROPERTY, OR TO ACQUIRE A MEMBERSHIP IN 
THE CLUB AND DOES NOT GRANT ANY OWNERSHIP OR 
MEMBERSHIP INTEREST IN CLUB OR THE CLUB 
PROPERTY. 
R., Vol. II, pp. 540-41 (the Declaration at§ 17.1) (emphasis in original). 
The Black Rock PUD approval required that 114.5 acres of the total property be 
maintained as open space. AR, p. 24. However, is no requirement that any portion of 
the "Club Property" be maintained as open space for purposes of satisfying the conditions 
of the PUD approval. Id. Since the Club Prope11y was not designated as open space by 
Kootenai County in its original approvals, and since adequate open space exists independent 
of the Club Property, the golf course can be redeveloped for alternative or conjunctive 
purposes or uses, including residential use. AR, p. 27. 
2. The Definition of "Property" Under the Declaration. 
The Declaration defines "Property" as follows: 
2.47. Includes the property described on Exhibit "A" [the 659.] 
acres that include the Club Property, the Common Area, and the 
residential Lots] and initially subjected to this Declaration, and also 
to any Expansion Property that may be incorporated in the 
Project [the Black Rock PUD] from time-to-time and made subject 
to these Covenants pursuant to the provisions of this Declaration. 
5 
R., Vol. II, p. 498 (the Declaration at§ 2.47). This definition is significant in two respects. 
First, the definition of "Property" in Section 2.47 of the Declaration includes "Club 
Property that be added at any point in time during the period of Declarant Control. 
"Expansion Property" is defined as follows: 
I. Expansion Property. Such additional real property now owned or in 
the future acquired by Declarant (including any successor declarant) 
as Declarant may make subject to the provisions of this Declaration, 
by duly recorded Declaration of Annexation. 
R., Vol. II, p. 496 (the Declaration at § 2.31). requirements for a "Declaration of 
Annexation" are set forth in Section of the Declaration. Section 22 recognizes the 
following expansion rights of the Declarant: 
22.1. Declarant reserves the right, but will 
not be obligated, to expand the effect of this Declaration to include all 
or part of the Expansion Property. The consent of the existing Lot 
Owners and Mortgagees will not be required for any such expansion, 
and Declarant may proceed with such expansion without limitation 
at its sole option. Declarant will have the unilateral right to transfer 
to any other person this right to expand by an instrument duly 
recorded .... 
R., Vol. II, p. 548 (the Declaration at§ 22.1 ). 
described more fully herein, The Golf Club acquired the following "Property"and 
rights originally held by Black Rock Development, Inc. (the initial Declarant) and The Club 
at Black Rock, LLC (the initial holder of the "Club Property"): (1) the interests of The Club 
at Black Rock in "the Club Property;" and (2) the interests and rights of Black Rock 
Development, Inc. (as the initial Declarant) in any future "Expansion Property" that could 
be added, in the discretion of the Declarant or its Successor, to the Project through the 
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recordation of a Declaration of Annexation. 
3. The Period of Declarant Control. 
The Declaration defines the "Period of Declarant Control" as follows: 
2.43. Period of Declarant Control. The period beginning on the date this 
Declaration is first recorded in the office of the Recorder of Kootenai 
County, Idaho [July 31, 2001], and ending on the earlier of: (a) the 
date which is twenty (20) years later [July 31, 2021], or (b) the date 
on which the Declarant has recorded the plats of all Expansion 
Property and sold ninety percent (90%) of the Lots to Owners other 
than Declarant or Builder in each of the Plats. When Declarant has 
determined that no additional property shall be considered Expansion 
Property, Declarant shall so notify the Association in writing .... 
R., Vol. II, p. 497 (the Declaration at § 2.43). Unless and until the Declarant, or the 
Declarant' s successor, has made a determination that there will be no additional "Expansion 
Property," as that phrase is defined in the Declaration, the period of Declarant Control will 
continue to run for up to twenty (20) years. R., Vol. II, pp. 496-97 (the Declaration at§§ 2.31 
and 2.43). 
Section 22.2 of the Declaration provides: 
22.2. Completion of Expansion. When Declarant has determined that no 
further property shall be added to the Project, Declarant shall notify 
the Association in writing. Until such notice is given, Declarant 
retains the right to designate additional property as Expansion 
Property. 
R., Vol. II, p. 548 (the Declaration at § 22.2). No such notice has ever been given to the 
Black Rock Homeowners Association by Black Rock Development, Inc. (the initial 
Declarant) or The Golf Club at Black Rock (the claimed successor Declarant). R., Vol. II, 
p. 471. The Golf Club, as the successor Declarant to Black Rock Development, retains the 
right to designate additional properties as Expansion Property. Id. 
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Sky Canyon's Complaint initially sought alternative declaratory reliefas follows: that 
"the Period of Declarant Control has expired." R., Vol. I, p. 6. This claim has sinee been 
abandoned. The District Court has held, "There is no dispute that the parties are still in the 
'period of declarant control."' R., Vol. III, p. 
4. Allowed Uses for the "Club Property." 
The "Club Property," in its current configuration, consists of in excess of 206 acres 
(of the 659 total acres encompassed by the Declaration), presently used for a golf course and 
golf-related recreational purposes. R., Vol. II, p. 468. As confirmed by Section 17.1 of the 
Declaration, the golf course is to be "privately owned and operated" and is "not part of the 
common area .... " R., Vol. II, p. 540. 
The Declaration further provides, "The Club [The Golf Club by succession] has the 
exclusive right to determine from time-to-time, in its sole discretion and without notice or 
approval of any change, how and by whom the Club Property shall be used." R., Vol. II, p. 
541. There is no requirement that the "Club Property" be utilized in perpetuity for golf 
purposes. In fact, it can be developed in whole or in part, either in tandem or separately 
from golf-related activities, for residential purposes or for any other lawful use. 
5. Transfer of the Declarant Rights. 
The Declaration allows for the Declarant, during the period of Declarant Control, to 
transfer or assign any or all of the Declarant's rights under the Declaration. 
27.7. Assignment. Declarant may assign all or any part of the Special 
Declarant Rights or any of Declarant's other rights and reservations 
hereunder to any successor who takes title to all or part of the 
Property in a bulk purchase for the purpose of development and sale. 
8 
R., Vol. II, p. 554 (the Declaration at§ 27.7). "Special Declarant Rights," which may be 
assigned under Section 27. 7, are as defined in Section 16.1 of the Declaration ( § 2 .49 defines 
"Special Declarant Rights" as "[t]hose rights of Declarant as set forth in Section 16. l 
below."). R., Vol. II, p. 498. 
The "Special Declarant Rights" identified in Section 16.1 include, without limitation, 
the following: 
(1) The right to annex all or part of any Expansion Property into the 
Project. 
(2) The right to create Lots and Common Area on the Property, including 
any Expansion Property. 
(3) The right to subdivide Lots on any part of the Property, including any 
Expansion Property. 
(4) The right to withdraw any real estate from the Property or from the 
PUD. 
R., Vol. II, pp. 537-38 (the Declaration at§ 16.1.2). 
The transfer of any Declarant Rights under Section 27. 7 to any successor Declarant 
shall be by recorded instrument. R., Vol. Ill, p. 554 (the Declaration at § 27.7). The 
assignment may be made "to any successor who takes title to all or part of the Property 
[which includes the Club Property and the Expansion Property (whether or not any such 
Expansion Property has been identified)] in a bulk purchase for the purpose of development 
and sale." 
6. Transfer of the Club Property to Washington Trust Bank. 
At some point in time prior to the summer of 2010, operational and financial issues 
arose with respect to The Club at Black Rock and Black Rock Development. R., Vol. II, p. 
9 
469. The lender for both entities was Washington Trust Bank. Id. 
On August 11, 2010, The Club at Black Rock executed a "Non-Merger Warranty 
Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure," conveying substantially all of the "Club Property" to 
Washington Trust Bank .. R., Vol. II, pp. 574-588. Contemporaneously therewith, Black 
Rock Development, as Declarant under the Declaration, executed a recordable "Assignment 
ofDeclarant Rights" to Washington Trust Bank ("WTB"). R., Vol. II, pp. 589-603. 
WTB thereafter deeded the "Club Property" to West Sprague A venue Holdings, LLC 
("West Sprague"), a WTB holding company. R., Vol. II, pp. 604-15. WTB 
contemporaneously assigned the Declarant Rights to West Sprague. R., Vol. II, pp. 616-28. 
7. The Golf Club's PurchaseoftheClub Property from Washington 
Trust Bank. 
The Golf Club closed on the purchase of the "Club Property" from West Sprague 
(WTB's holding company) on November 1, 2010. R., Vol. II, pp. 469-70. Through that 
closing, The Golf Club acquired title to the "Club Property" and an assigmnent of the 
Declarant's rights from West Sprague. R., Vol. III, pp. 629-38 and 642-54). 
The property acquired by The Golf Club (the "Club Property") consisted of 206 +/-
acres, a Clubhouse, all associated equipment, fixtures, inventories, and the like, for a bulk 
purchase price of $6 million. R., Vol. II, p. 4 72. The Golf Club simultaneously closed on 
the purchase of property known as the "Beach Club," for the price of $1,500,000. R., Vol. 
II, p. 690. 
The total purchase price paid by The Golf Club, in one unified and bulk closing, for 
real and personal assets that constituted the entirety of the "Club Property" and all amenities, 
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together with the "Beach Club," was $7.5 million. The assessed valuation for the "Club 
Property" and the "Beach Club," as of January 1, 2011, sixty ( 60) days after the purchase by 
The Golf Club, was $14,465,900. R., Vol. III, p. 690. The bulk discount received by The 
Golf Club by purchasing all assets en masse (whether real or personal), was approximately 
forty-eight percent (48%). 
The Golf Club thereafter began to develop and to sell memberships associated with 
the "Club Property," and to exercise the Declarant' s rights (which it has for the past twenty-
six (26) months). R., Vol. III, p. 472. There were no memberships or rights of use in the 
Club Property as of the date The Golf Club acquired the same from WTB. R., Vol. II,p. 470. 
All prior memberships or rights of use in the Club Property had previously been terminated 
by The Club at Black Rock. Id. 
As of October 19, 2011, The Golf Club had sold approximately one hundred seventy-
two (172) memberships, which authorized individuals to utilize the "Club Property" in 
accordance with the terms of the applicable Membership Agreements. R., Vol. II, p. 4 70. 
The Golf Club's Managing Member (Roger Rummel) testified as the Rule 30(b)(6) 
designee of the Company. Mr. Rummel testified that The Golf Club intended to develop and 
sell memberships in and to the "Club Property" in an effort to create a vibrant and collegial 
golf course and recreational community atmosphere. R., Vol. II, p. 4 71. Mr. Rummel further 
testified that, in the event the Company could not reach that goal, or if that goal no longer 
proved financially feasible or possible, that The Golf Club intended (and always intended) 
to retain all rights to develop and sell the "Club Property" in a manner compliant with the 
Declaration over and through the remainder of the period of Declarant control. Id. 
11 
Moreover, on behalf of The Golf Club, Mr. Rummel has also averred that The Golf 
Club intended to retain, and in fact does retain, the right to designate additional property as 
Expansion Property over the remainder of the period ofDeclarant control (which will extend 
through and include July 31, 2021). Id. 
8. Conditional Assignment of Declarant Rights. 
On November 5, 2010, Black Rock Development (the originally-named Declarant) 
executed and delivered to The Golf Club a "Conditional Assignment of Declarant Rights," 
which was recorded as Kootenai County Instrument No. 2290387000. R., Vol. II, pp. 655-
58. Through the referenced Conditional Assignment, Black Rock Development 
acknowledged that the assignment was intended to govern in the event of any defect, whether 
procedural or substantiative, in any Assignment of Dcclarant Rights that Black Rock 
Development had previously made for the benefit of WTB. Id. The Conditional Assignment 
from Black Rock Development to The Golf Club encompassed all rights of Black Rock 
Development, as Declarant, under the Declaration. Id. 
C. Course of Proceedings. 
On April 1, 2011, Sky Canyon filed its Complaint, seeking declaratory relief as 
follows: 
Defendant [The Golf Club Respondent herein J does not qualify as a successor 
Declarant under the Declaration or alternatively, the period of Declarant 
control has expired, and Defendant shall not exercise the rights of the 
Declarant as provided in the Declaration .... 
R., Vol. I, pp. 1-6. Sky Canyon's claim for declaratory relief, seeking a determination that 
the "Period of Declarant Control" has expired, has been abandoned or otherwise 
12 
acknowledged as lacking in merit. R., Vol. III, p. 753. 
The Golf Club answered and counter-claimed. R., Vol. I, pp. 18-28. The Golf Club 
sought declaratory relief "adjudging and decreeing that it is the duly-qualified Successor to 
the Declarant's rights of BRD [Black Rock Development] under the Declaration, and is 
entitled to all rights and benefits as Successor Declarant." R., Vol. I, p. 26. 
The parties thereafter cross-moved for summary judgment. R., Vol. I, pp. 79-81; R., 
Vol. II, pp. 44 7-49. Sky Canyon argued in material part that Golf Club did not qualify 
as a "Successor Declarant" under the Declaration. Sky Canyon argued that the terms 
contained in the Declaration (which specify the manner by which an assignment may take 
place (Section 27.7)) had not been satisfied. Specifically, Sky Canyon argued (1) that The 
Golf Club had not taken "title to all or part of the Property in a bulk purchase," and (2) even 
if The Golf Club had acquired a "part of the Property in a bulk purchase," said Property was 
not acquired "for the purpose of development and sale." 
The Golf Club, in support of its own motion, claimed that it had satisfied the terms 
of Section 27.7 by acquiring "Property" in the form of the "Club Property" and "Expansion 
Property." The 206 acres acquired by The Golf Club included essentially all of the "Club 
Property," which is defined as "Property" in the Declaration. Further, by acquiring all of the 
Declarant's rights, The Golf Club acquired the right to designate future "Expansion 
Property," whether now or hereafter acquired, and whether or not even identified at present, 
which also falls within the Declaration's definition of "Property." 
The Golf Club further argued that said acquisition was in bulk (through a unified and 
combined purchase at a forty-eight percent (48%) discount), and for the purpose of 
13 
development and sale, both as to the "Club Property" and as to any future "Expansion 
Property" thereafter identified by The Golf Club for purposes of annexation during the 
remaining term of the Period ofDeclarant Control. 
The parties' cross-motions for summary judgment came on for hearing before the 
District Court on November 16, 2011. R., Vol. III, p. 754. On December 13, 2011, the 
Court denied Sky Canyon's motion for summary judgment and granted The Golf Club's 
motion for summary judgment. Id. The District Court held in material part: 
( 1) There was "no question that Defendant [The Golf Club] took title to 
part of the Property." 
(2) Section was unambiguous. 
(3) Because Sky Canyon's interpretation of Section 27.7 was 
unreasonable, it did not create an ambiguity. 
(4) Even if Sky Canyon's interpretation of Section was reasonable, 
it was not supported by reading the Declaration as a whole. 
(5) Sky Canyon's proposed interpretation of Section 27.7 made the 
Covenant more restrictive, which runs contrary to established rules of 
covenant interpretation. 
(6) Given the breadth of Section 17.1, and its explicit separation of the 
Club Property from the remainder of the Property, there was no 
requirement that the Club Property be developed for the sale of real 
property (as opposed to development and sale of Golf Club 
memberships). 
(7) Given the facts of the case and viewing the contract in its entirety, 
including the special unique provisions related to the Club Property 
in Section 17.1, Golf Club's purchase of of the Club 
Property, in one transaction and at a discount, constituted a "bulk 
purchase." 
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R., Vol. III, pp. 7 52-69. 
On February 8, 2012, the Court entered a "Final Judgment" consistent with its 
Memorandum Decision of December 13, 2011. R., Vol. III, pp. 786-91. The Court's "Final 
Judgment" provided in material part: 
Id. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED THAT, the 
Defendant, The Golf Club at Black Rock, LLC has qualified as the Successor 
Declarant for all purposes under that certain "Declaration of Covenants, 
Conditions and Restrictions of Black Rock, a Planned Unit Development," 
recorded as Kootenai County Instrument No. 1689309. 
Fourteen (14) days after the Court entered its "Final Judgment," Sky Canyon filed 
two (2) motions. First, Sky Canyon filed a "Motion for Disqualification," seeking to 
disqualify the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, "for cause." R., Vol. III, pp. 792-
95. Second, Sky Canyon filed a "Motion for Reconsideration" pursuant to IRCP 11 ( a)(2)(B), 
asking that the Court reconsider its February 8, 2012 "Final Judgment." R., Vol. III, pp. 796-
800. 
The District Court declined to hear the Motion for Reconsideration until the Motion 
to Disqualify had been reso 1 ved. Following briefing and argument, the District Court entered 
its March 27, 2012 Order denying Sky Canyon's "Motion to Disqualify." R., Vol. I pp. 19-
20. 
Sky Canyon's "Motion for Reconsideration" subsequently came on for hearing before 
the Court on June 6, 2012. AR, p. 60. Following briefing and argument, the Court entered 
its July 16, 2012 "Memorandum Decision and Order on Sky Canyon's Motion to Reconsider 
this Court's February 8, 2012 Judgment." AR, pp. 59-77. The District Court found no basis 
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upon which to reconsider the decision previously made on the parties' cross-motions for 
summary judgment. Id. This appeal followed. 
II. ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL. 
Respondent The Golf Club at Black Rock, LLC submits that the following constitutes 
a balanced statement of the issues before the Court: 
1. \Vhether the District Court correctly determined, on summary 
judgment, that The Golf Club had satisfied the requirements of 
Section of the Declaration so as to qualify as the Successor 
Declarant thereunder? 
2. Whether Respondent Golf Club at Black Rock, LLC is entitled 
to an award of attorney and costs incurred to date, including 
those and costs incurred on appeal, pursuant to Idaho Appellate 
Rules 40 and 41 and Section 24.8 of the subject Declaration? 
III. ARGUMENT. 
A. Applicable Standards on Appeal. 
1. Standards to be Applied in Appeals Arising From Grants 
of Summary Judgment Under IRCP 56. 
The Golf Club, on the one hand, and Sky Canyon, on the other hand, cross-moved 
for summary judgment. Neither party requested a jury. Under these circumstances, this 
Court's review of the District Court's summary judgment, in favor of The Golf Club, is 
subject to the following standards: 
\Vhen an action, as here, will be tried before the Court without a jury, 
the trial court as the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable 
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(2007). 
based upon the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant 
the summary judgment despite the possibility of conflicting inferences. 
Intermou_gtain Fore st Management v. Louisiana Pacific Corp., 13 6 Idaho 23 3, 
235, 31P.3d921, (2001). Resolution of the possible conflict between 
the inferences is within the responsibilities of the fact finder. Cameron v. 
130 Idaho 898, 900, 950 P.2d 1237, 1239 (1997). This Court exercises 
free review over the entire record that was before the district judge to 
determine whether either side was entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw and 
reviews the drawn by the district judge to determine whether the 
record reasonably supports those inferences. Intermountain Forest 
~~~~' 136 Idaho at 236, 31 P.3d at 924. 
2. Standards Relating to Covenant Interpretation. 
Covenants that restrict the use of privately-mvned real property are valid under Idaho 
set forth a summary of the analysis that applies resolving issues of covenant interpretation: 
Idaho recognizes the validity of covenants that restrict the use of private 
property .... When interpreting such covenants, the Court generally applies 
the rules of contract construction .... However, because restrictive covenants 
are in derogation of the common law right to use land for all lawful purposes, 
the Court will not extend by implication restriction not clearly 
expressed .... Further, all doubts are to be resolved in favor of the free use of 
land .... 
Pinehaven Planning Board v. Brooks, 138 Idaho at 829. 
Since covenants are analyzed under generally accepted principles of contract 
construction, the process is twofold. First, the trial court is to determine whether a given 
covenant or term is ambiguous. To this end, the trial court .:onsults the plain language of the 
Idaho 189, 193, 923 P.2d 434 (1996). 
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In determining whether or not a given covenant is ambiguous or unambiguous, the 
court must be cognizant of the following: 
Words or that have established definitions in common use or settled 
legal meanings are not rendered ambiguous merely because they are not 
defined in the document where they are used. 
City of Chubbuck v. City of Pocatello, 127 Idaho 198, 899 P.2d 411 (1995). Rather, a 
given issue. Pinehaven Planning Board v. Brooks, 138 Idaho at 829. Ambiguity in the first 
instance is a question oflaw. Brown v. Perkins, 129 Idaho at 192. To determine ambiguity, 
the Court must not only give words or phrases their common use or settled meaning, it must 
Turning to the second step, if the covenant is determined to be unambiguous by the 
court, then the court must apply the covenant as a matter of law. City of Chubbuck v. City 
of Pocatello, 127 Idaho at 201. "Where there is no ambiguity, there is no room for 
construction; the plain meaning governs." Post v. Murphy, 125 Idaho 473, 873 P.2d 
118 (1984). 
On the other hand, if there is an ambiguity in a given covenant, then the interpretation 
is a question of fact. In this regard, the trial court must determine the intent of the parties at 
the time the instrument was drafted. Brown v. Perkins, 129 Idaho at 193. To determine the 
drafters' intent, the Court looks to "the language of the covenants, the existing circumstances 
at the time of the formulation of the covenants., and the conduct of the parties." Id. 
The District Court concluded, as a matter oflaw, that The Golf Club had satisfied the 
requirements of Section 27. 7 of the Declaration and had qualified as the Successor Declarant. 
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The District Court's determination was based upon its conclusion that the cited provisions 
of the Declaration were unambiguous as a matter of law. This Court exercises free review 
over questions oflaw(to wit, whether the cited provisions of the Declaration are ambiguous). 
B. Argument Overview. 
The Declaration defines a "Successor Declarant" as one to whom the Declarant has 
assigned "any or all of its rights, obligations or interests as Declarant, as permitted by Section 
27.7 and evidenced by an or deed of record .... " R., Vol. II, p. 498 (the 
Declaration at§ 2.50). Section as referenced in Section 2.50, provides in pertinent part: 
Declarant may assign all or any part of the Special Declarant Rights or any 
of Declarant's other rights and reservations hereunder to any successor who 
takes title to all or part of Property in a bulk purchase for the purpose of 
development and sale .... 
R., Vol. II, p. 554 (the Declaration at § The Golf Club claims to be the lawful 
Successor Declarant to Black Rock Development, the initial Declarant. 
For present purposes, in order to qualify as Successor Declarant, The Golf Club must 
acquire "all or part of the Property," the acquisition must be in a "bulk purchase," and the 
purpose of the purchase must be for "development and sale." Moreover, the point is moot 
unless the Period of Declarant Control remains in effect. 
Skv Canvonnow concedes that the Period ofDeclarant Control remains in effect. The 
" " 
District Court has so held. R., Vol. III, p. 753 ("There is no dispute that the parties are still 
in the 'period of Declarant control."'). Sky Canyon further concedes, as it must, that the 
Declaration's definition of "Property" includes "the Club Property" and "Expansion 
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Property," and that the definition of "Expansion Property" includes "such additional real 
property now owned or in the future acquired by Declarant (including any Successor 
Declarant) .... " Sky Canyon further concedes that The Golf Club, by acquiring "Club 
Property, acquired "Property" within the meaning of the Declaration and, more specifically, 
Section 27.7. R., Vol. I, p. 90. 
The Golf Club claims it acquired "Property" in the form of both the "Club Property" 
and "Expansion Property." Sky Canyon claims that The Golf Club only acquired "Club 
Property." The parties also disagree on whether or not the "Property" acquired by Golf 
Club, be it "Club Property" and/or "Expansion Property," was acquired "in bulk." 
parties further disagree as to the purpose of the sale and as to the interpretation of Section 
27.7. l\fore specifically, Sky Canyon argues that The Golf Club did not acquire any "real 
property" for purposes of development and sale. The Golf Club in turn argues that the 
requirement for "development and does not require the "development and sale" of the 
real property itself and, in any event, The Golf Club has nonetheless satisfied said 
requirements through its unrebutted expression of intentions as to "Club Property" and 
through its acquisition of all rights to "Expansion Property." 
The District Court, in its "Memorandum Decision and Order on Reconsideration," 
summarized the issues as follows: 
Finally, Sky Canyon argues that Golf Club took title only to Golf Club 
property, not "expansion property." ... Counsel for Golf Club at oral 
argument correctly noted that Expansion Property is defined as property that 
now exists or may be subsequently determined the future. Section 2.31 of 
the CC&Rs reads in its entirety: 
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AR, pp. 
2.32. Expansion Property. Such additional real property 
now owned or in the future acquired by Declarant 
(including any Successor Declarant) as Declarant may 
make subject to the provisions of this Declaration, by 
duly-recorded Declaration of Annexation. 
As mentioned by this Court previously, the period of"Declarant Control" is 
not over for another nine years. That fact is undisputed. Someone is the 
"Declarant", and Sky Canyon conceded that the "Declarant" is not them. The 
Declarant is Golf Club, which received an of all rights, v.1thout 
limitation, from the original Declarant, Black Rock Development, who 
assigned all rights to Washington Trust Bank. The only evidence before the 
Court is that of Roger Rummel, Golf Club's IRCP 30(b )(6) designee, and that 
evidence is that Golf Club purchased this property to later sell it if the sale of 
memberships did not pan out . . . . Golfing memberships are not real 
property; they are a personal property right. Section 27.7 does not exclude 
real or personal property, it is not limited to only real or personal property, 
but simply, and all inclusively, reads: "Property." 
While it is certainly understandable that the members of Sky Canyon would 
be upset about the prospect that someday their home might not someday be 
adjacent to a golf course, they have no property or contractual right to such 
golf course under Section 17.1 .... 
C. The Golf Club's Rights to "Expansion Property" Confer 
Successor Declarant Status on The Golf Club Pursuant to 
Sections 2.50 and 27.7. 
l. "Expansion Property" Constitutes "Property" 
Under the Declaration. 
Section 27. 7 authorizes the Declarant (Black Rock Development, Inc. or its 
successor) to assign any of the Declarant's rights under the Declaration to any successor 
"who takes title to all or part of the Property in a bulk purchase for the purpose of 
development and sale." R., Vol. II, p. 554 (the Declaration at§ 27.7). "Property" in this 
context is defined to include "Expansion Property." R., Vol. II, p. 498 (the Declaration at§ 
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2.47). 
"Expansion Property" is defined as: 
Such additional real property now owned or in the future acquired by 
Declarant (including any Successor Declarant) as Declarant may make 
subject to the provisions of this Declaration, by duly-recorded Declaration of 
Annexation. 
R., Vol. II, p. 496 (the Declaration at§ 2.31). In other words, the term "Property," as used 
in the Declaration, includes existing "Expansion Property" and potential "Expansion 
Property." The period of time during which the Declarant can locate future potential 
"Expansion Property" and annex the same into the Declaration, by a recorded Declaration 
of Annexation, is limited to the Period of Declarant Control. 
The "Period ofDeclarant Control" extends for twenty (20) years. R., Vol. II, p. 497 
(the Declaration at § 2.43). The "Period of Declarant Control" can be terminated earlier, 
under certain conditions, including a determination by the Declarant that "no additional 
property shall be considered Expansion Property." Id. However, in order to terminate the 
Period of Declarant Control earlier than the twenty (20) years so specified, the Declarant 
must notify the Black Rock Homeowners Association in writing. Id. There is no dispute that 
this has not occurred and that the parties remain in the "Period of Declarant Control." 
WTB succeeded to all of the Declarant's rights of Black Rock Development. R., Vol. 
II, pp. 589-603; 616-28; 642-54. In the event there Wets some defect or deficiency in the 
subsequent assignment of said Declarant's rights from WTB to The Golf Club (a point not 
conceded), then The Golf Club acquired the rights as Declaram by Conditional Assignment 
from Black Rock Development. R., Vol. II, pp. 655-58. The rights acquired by The Golf 
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Club included all rights as Declarant. These rights included the right to designate future 
"Expansion Property." The right to designate future "Expansion Property" is itself 
"Property" based upon the foregoing definitions. In other words, "Property" includes 
"Expansion Property." Moreover, "Expansion Property" includes existing property that can 
be annexed and the right to designate potential property to be acquired in the future. Based 
upon the foregoing, there is no disputed issue of material fact that The Golf Club, through 
its acquisition of the Declarant's rights as to "Expansion Property," acquired "Property" 
within the meaning of Section 27.7. 4 
2. The "Property" Acquired in the Form of 
"Expansion Property" Was Acquired "In Bulk." 
Through an assignment of all of the Declarant's rights, unlimited in scope, The Golf 
Club received the right to add "Expansion Property," a right that itself constitutes "Property" 
within the definition of the Declaration. The Golf Club also received title to the "Club 
Property," also defined as "Property" in the Declaration. In proceedings before the District 
Court, Sky Canyon argued at length that the "Property" acquired by The Golf Club was not 
acquired in "a bulk purchase." That argument was rejected by the District Court, both on 
cross-motions for summary judgment and on reconsideration. On appeal, Sky Canyon 
4Sky Canyon argues that The Golf Club acquired no "Expansion Property" by deed. 
This argument misses the point. "Expansion Property" includes property that is not yet 
identified or owned, including unidentified property that could be annexed into the 
Declaration at the Declarant's option. This right, to designate future Expansion Property, is 
a right transferrable by recorded assignment. See Section 27. 7 ("Declarant jay assign all or 
any part of the Special Declarant Rights or any of Declarant's other rights .... ) (emphasis 
added). All that is necessary is a written instrument recorded in the form of an assignment. 
R., Vol. II, p. 554 (the Declaration at § 27.7). Since "Expansion Property" extends to 
property not yet acquired or identified, a deed would not be necessary. An assignment of the 
rights as opposed to a deed, suffices. 
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devotes less briefing to the issue of a "bulk purchase." Sky Canyon simply states that The 
Golf Club purchased "the Club Property as an already developed, finished unit, not as a 'bulk 
purchase' to later be divided into smaller quantities development and sold." See 
Appellants' Brief at p. 19. To the extent that Appellants still claim that The Golf Club did 
not make a "bulk purchase," that claim should denied. 
"Bulk" in the context of Section is a descriptive term. Black's Law Dictionary 
defines a bulk sale (which by necessity results in a corresponding bulk purchase) as: 
Any transfer in bulk, and not in an ordinary course of the transferor's 
business, of a major paii of the materials, supplies, merchandise or other 
inventory of an enterprise. 
Alternatively, Black's Law Dictionary defines a bulk sale (and, by inference, the 
corresponding bulk purchase) as, "A sale of substantially all of the inventory of a trade or 
business to one person and one transaction." Typically, "bulk" in this context implies or 
carries with it an added discount. 
Golf Club purchased 206 acres (including a Clubhouse, all associated 
equipment, fixtures, inventories, and a beach parcel), all part of a larger 659 acre parcel 
defined as "the Property," for the bulk price of $7.5 million. R., Vol. II, pp. 472; 690-94. 
The property included an assignment of all rights as Declarant, including the right to 
designate future "Expansion Property." R., Vol. II,pp. 589-603; 642-53; 655-58. The "Club 
Property" and the "Expansion Property" were purchased "in bulk," with all related personal 
and real property components. The total price of $7.5 million acquired property that was 
contemporaneously assessed by Kootenai County as $14,465,900. In other words, the bulk 
purchase resulted in a bulk discount of nearly fifty percent (50%). 
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The competing definition offered by Sky Canyon in the proceedings below does not 
change the result. Sky Canyon defined "bulk" from the Merriam-Webster Dictionary as "not 
divided in parts or packaged in separate units," or "in large quantities." As the Court can 
appreciate, the 206 +/-acres purchased by The Golf Club consist of seven (7) parcels ranging 
in size from 2.2 acres to 26 acres to 30 acres to 142 acres. The Golf Club purchased raw land 
that is capable of being subdivided, developed, and sold, whether as part of a larger golf 
course operation or independent of a golf course operation. There is no requirement in the 
Declaration that the "Club Property" be maintained in the same static condition as it 
presently presents. Of the 206 +/- acres, portions can undisputedly be developed at the 
election of The Golf Club for purposes of development and sale. For example, based on the 
unrebutted testimony of Rand Wichman (who served as Kootenai County's Planning 
Director when the Black Rock PUD was approved), the PUD area, including the "Club 
Property," has additional available density, consistent with its current zoning, of 323 units. 
AR, p. 26. Moreover, the existing open space requirements under the currently-adopted PUD 
are met without using any of the golf course as open space. Id. at p. 27. 
Section 16.1.2 includes within the definition of Declarant Rights the right to create 
lots on the Property (including the Club Property). R., Vol. II, p. 537 (the Declaration at 
§ 16.1.2). Section 1 7 .1 of the Declaration confirms that no lot owner or Association member 
has any right or any kind or nature in the Club Property. R., Vol. II, p. 541. 
Simply put, whether dealing with the "Expansion Property," the "Club Property,'' or 
both the "Expansio:1 Property" and "Club Property," there is no disputed issue of fact that 
the same were acquired by The Golf Club "in bulk," based upon the commonly-accepted 
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usage of said term. Every property right that currently exists, or that could exist in the future 
(through the designation of additional Expansion Property), was purchased in one lump and 
in one bulk transaction at a bulk discount of approximately fifty percent (50%) off of the 
assessed valuation. 
3. The Golf Club Acquired "Expansion Property" 
and "Club Property" for Purposes of Development 
and Sale. 
The Golf Club has satisfied the "Development and Sale" requirement of Section 27. 7. 
as to "Expansion Property." There is no purpose designating future "Expansion 
Property" other than development and sale. In response, Sky Canyon cries foul: 
Without any present intent to develop and the real property, a party 
seeking Successor Declarant status could essentially invalidate Section 
2.43(b) of the Declaration and force the Association's members to wait 
twenty (20) years before they are able to gain control of the Association. The 
Golf Club is seeking Successor Declarant status now, despite the fact that it 
has no cunent intent to develop and resell the Club Property [or the 
Expansion Property]. 
See Appellants' Brief at p. 19 (emphasis in original). Sky Canyon's argument fails to 
withstand scrutiny. 
There is no dispute that Black Rock Development, as the initial Declarant, had the 
right to designate additional Expansion Property for the entire period of Declarant control 
(up to twenty (20) years). R., Vol. II, p. 497 (the Declaration at§ Section 2.4 3 of the 
Declaration provides for termination prior to the twenty (20) period the Declarant 
notifies the Association in writing "that no additional property shall be considered Expansion 
Property." Id. There is no dispute that no such notice has ever been given by Black Rock 
Development or any other party. 
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Put another way, Black Rock Development, the initial Declarant, had it not assigned 
its Declarant Rights, would still hold the right to designate potential Expansion Property (a 
right itself that is defined as "Property") over the remaining and one-half (8Y2) tem1 of 
the Period of Declarant Control. It is also beyond dispute that all of Black Rock 
Development's rights as Declarant were assigned without reservation to The Golf Club. Why 
then, as the successor to all of Declarant' s Rights, is Golf Club not entitled to the same 
right to designate future Expansion Property for the remaining eight and one-half (8 Y2) years 
with the Period of Declarant Control (a right possessed by Black Rock Development prior 
to assignment of the same)? If Sky Canyon has a grievance, it is as to the language in the 
Declaration, not the fact that The Golf Club has purchased "Property." Yet each and every 
member of the Sky Canyon Plaintiff group purchased their respective lots with full 
knowledge of the terms of the Declaration before they closed. They should not be heard to 
complain now. 
Second, the "development and sale" language of Section 27. 7 does not require that 
the real property itself be "developed and sold." It merely requires that the property be 
purchased "for development and sale." The facts are undisputed that following its 
acquisition of the Club Property and the Expansion Property, The Golf Club developed a 
Membership Plan and sold some 172 memberships. The memberships were sold for the use 
and operation of the Club Property. R., Vol. II, pp. 4 70-71. This alone satisfies the 
"development and sale "requirement. 
Moreover, ifthe requirement of "development and sale" is limited to real property, 
then The Golf Club has equally satisfied Section 27.7. Simply put, there is no disputed 
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of fact that The Golf Club has the ability to develop and sell portions of the 206 +/- acre 
parcel, including additional residential purposes or any other purposes not otherwise 
proscribed by the Declaration. This can be as an alternative to the operation of a golf club or 
in tandem with the same. All prospective members, including members of the Sky Canyon 
group, were advised of this through the proposed Membership Agreement that was circulated 
before The Golf Club closed. R., Vol. II, pp. 663-70. 
In addition, it is undisputed, based upon the deposition testimony of Mr. Rummel 
(The Golf Club's Rule 30(b)(6) designee), as cited by Sky Canyon, that the Club Property 
was purchased with dual intentions in mind. First, one goal was to develop and sell 
memberships. R., Vol. I, p. 121. If The Golf Club could not be operated profitably, then The 
Golf Club retained the right to develop and sell all or any portion of the Club Property 
proper. Against this background, it is difficult to understand how Sky Canyon can continue 
to protest that The Golf Club did not purchase 206 +/- acres of "the Property" in bulk for 
purposes of development and sale. 
Third, if there is a question of fact as to The Golf Club's intention in purchasing the 
property, so as to call into question compliance with the requirements of Section 27.7, then 
the question of fact is not "at issue." Simply put, Mr. Rummel was deposed and offered his 
testimony that The Golf Club's intentions in purchasing the Club Property and Expansion 
Property were to develop and sell memberships or to develop and sell the real property, 
depending upon which options presented themselves to The Golf Club and at which point 
in time. That testimony was entirely consistent with Mr. Rummel's Affidavit testimony, 
wherein he testified: 
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[I]n the event that [the development and sale of memberships] no longer 
proves to be financially feasible or successful, at some future point in time, 
then The Golf Club intended to retain all rights to develop and sell the "Club 
Property" in a manner compliant with the CC&Rs. 
R., Vol. II, pp. 4 70-71. Sky Canyon has shown no issue of fact with respect to The Golf 
Club's declared intention. Simply put, if the intention of The Golf Club, in acquiring the 
Club Property, presents a question of fact, it is a question of fact that has not been placed "in 
issue" by any admissible evidence before the Court. Accordingly, the District Court properly 
granted summary judgment in favor of The Golf Club. 
D. The Golf Club's Purchase of the "Club Property" Qualifies The 
Golf Club as the "Successor Declarant." 
As previously discussed, Section 2.50 defines a "Successor Declarant" as any entity 
to whom the Declarant assigns any or all of its rights or obligations as Declarant subject to 
compliance with Section 27.7. There is no disputed issue of fact that The Golf Club acquired 
the "Club Property," and that said property constitutes "Property" within the definition of 
Section 27.7. Sky Canyon has conceded the same. Sky Canyon claims thatThe Golf Club 
did not acquire the "Club Property" either "in a bulk purchase" or "for purposes of 
development and sale." For the reasons set forth in Section III.C above, those arguments 
should be rejected. The undisputed material facts show that The Golf Club purchased nearly 
one-third of the area encompassed by the PUD (the "Club Property") in one transaction and 
at a bulk discount. The undisputed material facts further show that The Golf Club retains the 
legal ability to develop The Golf Club for alternative or conjunctive uses, including 
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residential use. R., Vol. II, pp. 537-38 (the Declaration at§ 16. l.2). 5 Moreover, Section 17 .1 
specifically makes clear that neither Sky Canyon nor any other lot owner has any right to 
require that the mvner of the Club Property put the Club Property to any use whatsoever. R., 
Vol. II, pp. 540-41.6 Simply put, for the reasons stated, there are no issues of material fact 
that would support the conclusion contrary to that reached by the District Court: The Golf 
Club has qualified as the Successor Declarant under Sections 2.50 and 27.7 of the 
Declaration. 
E. The District Court Properly Determined, As a Matter of Law, 
that The Golf Club Had Complied With Section 27. 7 of the 
Declaration. 
On appeal, Sky Canyon claims that the District Court erred in granting summary 
judgment so as to confer Successor Declarant status on The Golf Club. For the reasons set 
forth below, the separately-identified arguments of Sky Canyon, each claiming error on the 
part of the District Court, should be rejected. 
1. The District Court Properly Concluded that 
Section 27.7 Does Not Mandate the "Development 
and Sale" of the Real Property Itself. 
Section 27.7 authorizes the assignment of the Declarant Rights to a successor "who 
takes title to all or part of the Property in a bulk purchase for the purpose of development and 
5Section 16.1.2 allows the Declarant to develop any property within "the Community" 
(defined as the Black Rock PUD, including the "Club Property"). This right includes "[t]he 
right to create lots ... on the Property [including the Club Property], including, if any, the 
Expansion Property." 
6Section 17.1 specifically acknowledges that no lot owner has the ability to "require 
the Declarant to construct or maintain the area as a Club Property, or otherwise impose any 
obligation of Declarant relating in any way to the proposed Club Property." 
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sale." The Golf Club offered evidence that there were no existing memberships or use rights 
of any kind or nature in the "Club Property" at the time it acquired the same from WTB. R., 
Vol. II, p. 4 70. The Golf Club further offered evidence that after acquiring title to "the Club 
Property," it developed and sold over 170 revocable licenses/memberships in the "Club 
Property." 
Ignoring that The Golf Club offered unrebutted evidence of its parallel intention to 
retain the right to develop and sell the real property encompassed by the "Club Property," 
Sky Canyon argues that the sale of memberships and revocable licenses in and to the "Club 
Property" does not constitute "development and sale" of real property. The District Court 
held that there was no such requirement that it be the actual real property itself that be sold 
in order to comply with the requirements for Successor Declarant status under Section 27.7. 
Section 2 7. 7 itself states that the Successor Declarant must acquire "all or a part of 
the Property in a bulk purchase for the purpose of development and sale." It does not require 
that it be the real property itself that be sold. The District Court did not err in refusing to 
engraft such a restriction on Section 27. 7. 
The District Court properly held that Section 27.7 was unambiguous in this regard. 
However, the Court went on to note that, even if Section 27.7 was ambiguous, by its use of 
the phrase "for the purpose of development and sale," the proposed interpretation proffered 
by Sky Canyon was unreasonable. 
If this Court found Sky Canyon's interpretation (that the phrase "for the 
purpose of development and sale" ... means development and sale of real 
property only) to be reasonable, then the CC&Rs would be ambiguous as a 
matter of law, requiring the Court to read the CC&Rs as a whole and 
determine the intent of the parties. While the Court does not find Sky 
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Canyon's interpretation to be reasonable, the following analysis is provided 
by the Court as an additional or alternative ground for granting summary 
judgment in favor of Golf Club. 
The CC&Rs Introduction states, in relevant part: 
Declaration is intended to regulate the [Black Rock] 
Project and use of the Black Rock Planned Use Dev el opment 
for the mutual benefit of future Owners and Occupants. The 
Project is to be an aesthetically pleasing family oriented 
residential development. 
The Club Property is specifically addressed in Section 17, which reads: 
17 .1. Club Property. The golf course planned by Declarant will be 
privately owned and operated by the Club and is not part of the 
Common Area hereunder. Nothing in this Declaration ... or any 
other document in any way relating to Community ... shall give rise 
to any right, whether expressed or implied, of an O\vner to play golf, 
or have access to the Club Property, become a member of the Club, 
require the Declarant to construct or maintain an area as a Club 
Property, or otherwise impose any obligation on the part of Declarant 
relating in any way to the proposed Club Property .... The Club has 
the exclusive right to determine from time-to-time, in its sole 
discretion, and without notice or approval of any change, how and by 
whom the Club Property shall be used .... 
Given the breadth of Section 17.1, and its explicit separation from the general 
introductory purpose of Black Rock being a residential development, the 
question of whether the Club Property was purchased for the purpose of 
development and sale has been answered. There is simply no requirement in 
the CC&Rs that the Club Property be developed for sale of real property (as 
the proposed development and sale of golf club memberships) and to read 
such a requirement into the CC&Rs would be an inappropriate act on the part 
of this Court. 
R., Vol. III, pp. 765-66. 
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2. Even If the District Court Erred, by Failing to 
Interpret Section 27.7 So As to Require the 
"Development and Sale" of Real Property, The 
Golf Club Still Qualified as Successor Declarant. 
Sky Canyon argues that the District Court erred by reading Section so as to not 
require that the "Development and Sale" prong require the "Development and Sale" of real 
property itself. While The Golf Club suggests that the District Court's decision was proper, 
even if the District Court erred, such an error was of no moment. 
There is no disputed issue of fact that The Golf Club in fact acquired "Prope1iy ," in 
the form of the "Club Property" and "Expansion Property." There is also no dispute that The 
Golf Club offered unrebutted evidence of its parallel intention to develop the "Club 
Property" for any lawful use, including residential use, as part of or in lieu of golf course 
operations. This point was not lost on the District Court: 
[E]ven if this Court were to find that "Development and Sale" inferred 
development and sale of property only, [the] Golf Club purchased this 
property to later sell it if the sale of memberships did not pan out. Affidavit 
of Roger Rummel in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
pp. 5, 6, ~~ 14, 19. 
R., Vol. III, p. 767. The evidence offered by The Golf Club, as cited by the District Court, 
was unrebutted. 
3. Regardless of the "Development and Sale" of 
"Club Property," The Golf Club's Acquisition of 
"Expansion Property" Satisfies the Requirements 
of Section 27.7. 
Even if this Court finds that the District Court erred, under either or both of its 
alternative rationale, then the District Court's decision should nonetheless be upheld on the 
following basis: there is no disputed issue of fact that "Expansion Property" includes 
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property yet to be identified. There is also no disputed issue of fact that "Property," as that 
te1m is used in the Declaration, includes "Expansion Property." Therefore, The Golf Club 
acquired "Property" when it acquired the right to designate future "Expansion Property" 
through its acquisition of all Declarant Rights previously held by Black Rock Development. 
There would be reason for acquiring the right to designate future "Expansion Property" 
other than for development and sale, and this point was also not lost on the District Court. 
Golf Club argues its acquisition of the right to purchase potential "Expansion 
Property" in and of itself satisfies Section 27 .7 as such "Expansion Property" 
constitutes "Property" for the purposes of the CC&Rs, the rights to 
"Expansion Property" were acquired in bulk, and "the only purpose for 
acquiring 'Expansion Property' would be for development and sale." 
R., Vol. III, p. 761. On appeal, Sky Canyon claims: "the Declaration reveals that the 
Declarant's role is to develop and sell the real property in the Project." See Appellants' Brief 
at p. 17 (emphasis added). Sky Canyon's claim is not true. 1be Declaration specifically gives 
the Deel arant, and any successor, the right to designate additional "Expansion Property" and 
to annex the same into the Prqject. There is no limitation in the Declaration that says that the 
prope1iy that can be developed is the property originally included in the PUD. All that 
is necessary is the recordation of a Declaration of Annexation.QyJhePeclarant and additional 
property can be added to the Project. 
Sky Canyon further misses the point through the follo\\r:ing argument: 
If a Successor Declarant could acquire the right to develop and sell the 
property v.~thout having any intent or purpose to do so, Section 2.43(b) would 
be rendered meaningless, and the only way to measure the of the 
Declarant' s control would be to wait for twenty (20) years to expire. 
Appellants' Brief at p. 17. This argument misrepresents the record. There is no evidence 
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that The Golf Club has no intention of annexing further property or up any right to 
develop and sell the "Club Property," whether independent of or in tandem with the 
operation of the golf course. Moreover, the rights which The Golf Club acquired were the 
same rights that the original Declarant originally held. Black Rock Development could have 
held those Declarant Rights, as the original Declarant, for the remaining eight and one-half 
(8Yi) year period, annexing additional "Expansion Property" at any point in time of its 
choosing. There would be no argument to the contrary that Sky Canyon or any other Lot 
Owner could make. Yet, when that right was transferred to The Golf Club, Sky Canyon 
seeks to complain. Nothing has changed as a result of the assignment of the Declarant Rights 
and The Golf Club has qualified as the Successor Declarant. 
F. Sky Canyon's Additional Contentions that the Club Property 
Could Not Have Been "Purchased for Development and Sale" 
Are Factually Unsupported. 
Sky Canyon makes several incredible claims about the development potential of the 
"Club Property," including the following: 
(1) The "Club Property" is only a small portion of the Property as defined 
in Section 2.47 .... 
(2) Once ninety percent (90%) of the Lots created by the initial PUD 
have been platted and sold, the Declarant's control ends. 
(3) The "Club Property" was never intended for residential development. 
( 4) Tbe "Club Property" is fully developed as a private golf club. 
(5) The "Club Property" cannot be legally changed to residential use. 
Appellants' Brief at pp. 20-24. Each of these contentions is factually devoid of any 
merit. 
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First, to characterize the "Club Property" as "only a small portion of the Property" 
included in the PUD is simply inaccurate. The Golf Club took title to 206 acres. The entire 
PUD consists of 674 acres. In other words, the "Club Property" consists of thirty percent 
(30%) of the entire "Property" encompassed by the Declaration. 
Second, Sky Canyon claims that once the Declarant' s "lots have been platted and 
sold," that "the Declarant's control ends and the Owners themselves take control of the 
Association." See Appellants' Brief at p. 24. This is not true either. The "Period ofDeclarant 
Control" extends for twenty (20) years or such earlier point in time as the Declarant 
determines not to add any additional Expansion Property. R., Vol. II, p. 497 (the Declaration 
at § 2.43). No such termination has ever been given by the prior Declarant (Black Rock 
Development) or the Successor Declarant (The Golf Club). Had Black Rock Development 
not transferred the Declarant Rights, it would have enjoyed those Declarant Rights until 202 l 
unless it terminated them earlier. Nothing has changed. These are rights well-known to the 
Sky Canyon parties when they purchased their lots as the same were encumbered by the 
Declaration. 
Third, without any support whatsoever, Sky Canyon states: "The Club Property land 
... was never intended for residential development." See Appellants' Brief at p. 24. The 
referenced statement is baffling in that the original Declarant, who created the original 
residential lots and the Club Property, was careful to adopt a Declaration that clearly advised 
all parties as follows: 
(1) That the Club Property could be changed in use at any point in time 
without notice to any person or party, including the Lot Owners. 
(Declaration at § 17. l ). 
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(2) That the Declarant retained the right to subdivide lots or convert lots 
into common area "on any part of the Property," including but not 
limited to the "Expansion Property." (Declaration at§ l 6. l.2(c)). 
In short, "Club Property" was always property that could be developed for any purpose 
whatsoever, whether in tandem with or separate from a golf course. 
Finally, Sky Canyon suggests that it would somehow be legally impossible or 
impracticable to modify the use of the current "Club Property" from a golf course use to a 
residential use or a combined golf course and residential use. These arguments were 
advanced to the District Court and, not surprisingly, found to be devoid of any substantiating 
basis. 
The Golf Club introduced the Affidavit of Rand Wichman. As previously noted, Mr. 
Wichman served as Kootenai County Planning Director when the County approved the initial 
Black Rock PUD. Through his Affidavit, Mr. Wichman offered the following testimony: 
(1) The County's approval of the Black RockPUD required 114.5 acres 
of open space that did not include the golf course. 
(2) The maximum density allowed by the existing zoning underlying the 
Black Rock PUD is 704 residential units. 
(3) The current density, based upon existing development within the 
Black Rock PUD, is 375 residential units. Hence, the maximum 
allowed density is 329 units more than is currently authorized. 
(4) The existing open space in the PUD already exceeds the amount of 
open space (fifteen percent (15%)) required under the Ordinance 
currently in effect. 
(5) The Black Rock PUD has already been substantially amended with 
PUD amendment process on two (2) occasions. 
R., Vol. III, pp. 21-27. Mr. Wichman opined, based upon the remaining allowed density 
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under the existing zoning entitlements, and given the fact that the open space requirements 
had already been satisfied, that the PUD could be amended to develop all or a portion of the 
Club Property for additional residential purposes. Through Section 17.1 of the Declaration, 
the Sky Canyon parties waived any objection they could conceivably assert (and there are 
none) to such a PUD amendment. Any protestations of Sky Canyon to the contrary are 
simply lacking in factual or legal support. 
G. The Golf Club (as Respondent) Is Entitled to an Award of 
Attorney Fees and Costs on Appeal. 
Diversified Care, Inc. v. MR1 Associates. LLP, 148 Idaho 479, 501, 224 P.3d 1068 (2009). 
An award of attorney fees and costs is appropriate to The Golf Club for fees and costs 
incmTed in defending this appeal, under IAR 40 and 41 and language of the Declaration. 
Section 24.8 of the Declaration provides: 
24.8. Recovery of Costs. If legal assistance is obtained to enforce any of 
the provisions of the Black Rock Documents, or in any legal 
proceeding (whether or not suit is brought) ... the enforcement of the 
Black Rock Documents or the restraint violations of the Black 
Rock Documents, the prevailing party will be entitled to recover all 
costs incurred by it in such action, including reasonable attorney's 
and legal assistant's fees as may be incurred, or if suit is brought, 
as may be determined by the Court. 
R., Vol. I, p. 435 (the Declaration at § 24.8). The "Black Rock Documents" include the 
Declaration which gives to the claims and counterclaims at issue in this proceeding. R., 
Vol. I, p. 493 (the Declaration at § 2.5). This action was defended, and counterclaims were 
brought, by The Golf Club, and the Golf Club is entitled to an award of attorney's fees as the 
prevailing party on appeal. 
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IV. CONCLUSION. 
Based upon the reasons and authorities set forth herein, The Golf Club at Black Rock, 
LLC the Respondent herein, respectfully submits that the District Court did not err. Summary 
judgment was appropriately granted in favor of The Golf Club, and against Appellants Sky 
Canyon, determining that The Golf Club qualified as "Successor Declarant" under the 
subject Declaration. The decision of the District Court should be affirmed. The Golf Club 
should be awarded its reasonable attorney and costs as incurred on appeal. The matter 
should be remanded for further proceedings consistent with this Cami's opinion. 
DATED this day of.Tanuary, 2013. 
Attorney for Respondent 
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APPENDIX TO 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF OF THE GOLF CLUB AT BLACK ROCK, LLC 
Attached hereto for the Court's convenience are copies of the following excerpts of 
the "Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions of Black Rock-A Planned Unit 
Development" (referred to in Respondent's Brief as "the Declaration"). 
SECTION: 
2.17 
2.31 
2.43 
2.47 
2.50 
16.1 
17.1 
27.7 
TITLE: 
Definition of "Club Property" 
Definition of "Expansion Property" 
Definition of "Period of Declarant Control 
Definition of "Property" 
Definition of "Successor Declarant" 
Description of Special Declarant Rights 
"Use" of Club Property 
Description of terms of Assignment 
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Expansion Property, after annexallon Jn accordance with Artlcle 22) and all of Iha 
Improvements located on the Property, also referred to herein from time lo time 
r as "Pro/eat'\ pursuant to 2.46, 
l 
2.B. .Black Bock RUJ!ll> and Regufetlons. The rules and r0gulallom1 
adopted by !he Association from time ~o f/me as provld.ed In Article 6. 
· 2.9, §l@Pk R.QJ;k utll!tles, .Prlvale w~ter and sewer co1poraHon owned 
and governed by the Assoc:laUon. . . . . 
2.10, Btaak Rock Utlllfles Board. The Board of Directors· of Black 
Rook UlllJtles appointed by the Board of Directors of the Assoclatlon to 
administer, maintain and enforce the Bylaws and Rules and Regulations of Black 
Rock Utflll/es. · · 
2.11. BQarq of llirQCtQl'11 m: eQafd. The Board of Directors of the 
Assoclallon. · 
2.12.- Buflder. A Person who purchases a Lot for the purpose of bulld/ng 
a Dwelling Unit for resale and not for such Person's primary residence, 
2. 13 • .fuilldfug. A bulldlng or other slrucfura constructed on a Lot. 
2.14. j1ylldlng Envef@e. The portion of each Lot within which any 
Building or other Improvement must be localed1 exoopt driveways Which may be 
localed outside fhe Building Envelope pursuant to the Design Guidelines and 
alway-s subject to the prior wrf!tan approval of the D&l?lgn_ Oommltfea. 
. . 
2.15. Bylaws. The Bylaws of the Assoclalion, as stich Bylaws may be 
emended from time to lime . 
. 2.16. !TuJ.12, The Club al Black Rock, LLC., an Idaho limited llablllly 
company. 
2.17. .Club Property. Means all of the real properly owoed by lhe Club 
or lls successors or assigns plus afl of th& recreatlonfll and social facilities and 
maintenance faclllfles constructed thorerin, which will be operated by lhe Club-or 
!ts .successors or assigns and commonly known as The Club at Black Rocl\1 
includlng without Umltallon, tha golf course, the golf clubhouse, golf practice 
racll!Ues1 golf maintenance facllltles, tennis courts, swimming pool, private beach, 
and any other recreational facllltloG offered by the Club. THE CLUB PROPER'JY 
IS NOT COMMON AREA . 
. 2.18. Comm9n Area. Such real property depleted as Common Area on 
!he recorded Final Plattor each phase. orthe and any o1her properiY. In Which the 
Association owns an Interest for lhe common non-ex-elusive use, benefit and 
anJoyment of some or all of the Members and such othet persons as may be 
permitted to use the Common f\rea .under ihe terms. of t.hla Declaration or any 
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2.29. Dfrector. Member of the Board of Directors of .the Assoclatlon .. 
2.30. Dwe!Jlog Unlt. A singJe-farnlly residence, 
2.31. E1mansTon Property. Such addition al real property now owned or 
In the fUture acquired by Decfaranl {Including any Successor Declaranl) as· 
Declartmt may make subject lo the provisions of !his Declaratlon, by duly 
recorded Deolaration of Annax;:itlon. 
2.32. Fll',t!t Mortgagf!. Any Mortgage .which Is not subjectlo any llen or 
encumbrance except Jlens for taxes or other II ens that are given priority by 
statute. 
2.33. Efrst Mortgagee. The holder of record of a First Mortgage. 
2.~4. 101.Provement(s). All Bu/ldlngs, parking areas, loading areas, 
fancies, walls, hedges, planUngs, llghllng, poles, driveways, roads, ponds, lakes, 
trails, gates, signs, changes Jn any exteriof color ·or shade, .excavation and al! 
other site work, Including without llmflallon, grading, road·constructlon, utility 
Improvements, removal of trees or plantl11gs, and any new extarior conslruc!Jon 
or exterior lmprovementwhlch may not be Included In the foregoing. The term · 
"lmprovement(s)" does not Include turf, shn.ib, or tree repair or replacement of a 
magnllude that does not change exlerlor colors or exterior appearances . .The 
term "lrnprovement(s)" does Include both original Improvements and all later 
changes and Improvements. 
2.35, 1=.Qi. A parcel of land designated as a Lot on any Pf at of the. 
Property or of any Exp·anslon Property that the Deorarant makes subject lo this 
Declaration. The streets, roads, and Common Areas. on. any'Plat shall not be 
considered to be separate Lots. · 
2.36, Mafntena11Qe Fund. The fund created by Assessments and fees' 
la\t!ed pureuant1o Artlale 14 below. to provide the Association with the funds 
.required to carry out Its dutles under thle Dealaration. 
2.37. Manager. Such person or entity retained by lhe Board of Directors 
to perform certain funcUons of the Board pursuant to this Declaration and/or the 
~am. . 
_ 2.:38. final poyeJopmant Plan. Tho Final Development Plan of the 
Community, as approved by the appropriate governmenlal agencies and the 
County of Kootenai, as amended and approved during subdivision and final 
platting process. 
2,39. Membat. Any person or entity holding member~h!p In the 
Assoclatton. 
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2.40. MortgagQ. Any mortgage, deed of trust, trt.1sl Indenture, contract 
for deed, or ofher document Which /s recorded In the office·of the Recorder of 
Kootenai County, and, Which encumbers any portion of the Properly or Interest 
therein as security for the payment of a debt or ob/fgatlon. 
. 2.41. ,MQrtgagaa. Any person named as a benetlcl[lry or mortgagee 
under a. Mor1gage, or any successor to the Interest of any s1.1ch person under 
Buch Mortgage. In the case of a contract for deed, the seller shall ba considered 
the "Mortgagee" for purposes of this Declara!Jon. · . : . 
· 2.42 . .Q.wlru:. The person or other legal entity, lnclUdlng Declarant, that 
holds fee sJmp!e tftre of record to any Lot or, If the Lot Is s1,1bject to one or more 
contracts for deed, the buyer underthe most recent contract for· deed, provided, 
howevert !hat If the seller under such contract notifies Iha Assoclallon In writing 
· that fha buyer under sald contract Is In default, then the sa!lsr under suoh 
contract shall be the Owner for purposes of this-Dsc1aratlo11. The Association 
shall be enU!led lo rely on such notification w/lhout further Inquiry. "Owner" does' 
not mean or refer to li!OY person or entlly who holds such Interest merely as 
security for the performance of a debt or other obligation, Including a Mortgage, 
unless and untl! such person or entity has acqulted fee simple ti Us pursuant to 
foreclosure or other proceedings. · · . 
2A3. PJWlo~ Qf Daclarf!nf Conftol. · The 'period beginning on the dale 
th ls Declaration Is first recorded In the office of lh€J Reoordar of Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and endlng on !he earl!0r of: (a) the date which Is 20 years later, or (b) the 
date on Whlch the Declarant has recorded the plats· of all Expansloll Property and 
sold 9[}% of the Lots to Owriers other than Doclarant or Bul/der In each of the 
Plats. When Declarant has determined that no addlllonal property shall· be 
considered Expanslon Properly, Declarant shall so noUfy fhe Assoclallon In . 
wrltTng. The·perfod of Decfarant Control may·be reinstated or exlandad by · 
agreement between Oeclarant and lhe Associatlon, subject to 6UCh-terms, 
condH!ons and limitations aa the Board qf Dlreators may Impose on tha 
subsequent exercise by Deel a rant of the Special Declarant Rights. Afler the 
termlnallon of )he Period of Declarant Control, Declarant, If still ;;in Owner, wlll 
continue to have all the rights end duties ordll'larl!y given to Members and/or 
Owners under this DaclaraUon. 
2.44, -P9rson. Whether or not In capltallzed form, Pel'$on means a 
natural person. a corpo~Uon, a partnership, a llml!ed I/ab/lily company, an 
assoolatlon, a trust or any other entity or comblnallon of tha foregoln{l. 
2.45. flru. MY engineering survey or surv~ys of all or part of the 
Property (Including Expimsion Property), togeth.er.wllh such other dlagrammaUc 
plans and Information regarding the Property as may be required by applicable 
law, or ea may be Included !n the discretion of Declarant, ·as each such survey 
may be amended and supplemented from time to tlma, and an as recorded In the 
office of the Recorder of Kootenai County, Idaho. · 
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2.46. Pro!egt. Ccimmunity and any additions, pureuant to 2.7. cf thfs 
,,,., . Daclaralloh. · ( l 
2A7. Pro£!em. lncludas the properly-Oeacrlbed on Exhlblt 11A11 and 
lnlflally subjected to this DeclaraHon, and also refers to any Expansion Property 
!hat may bs lncorpora!ea In the Project from time to time and made subject to 
fhese Covenants pursuant fo tha provisions of this Declarallon. 
2.48. · Specfal Assessment. An Aosessmanr levied pursuant fo Section 
14.4; 
2.49, Speclal Oeclarant Rights. Those rights of Dac!arant as sel forth 
In Sec!lon 16.1 below. 
2.50. Successor D~c!arant: Any party or entity to whom Oeclaranf .. .-
assigns any or all of lte rights, obllgations or intaresl as Doc1arant, as permltied . 
by Section 27.7 and evidenced by an assignment or deed of record.In lhe office 
of the Recorder of Kootenai County, Idaho, designating .such party a& a 
Successor Daclarnnt, signed by the transferor and.the lranaferee. Upon such 
record.Ing, Oeclaranf's rights and obl!gatlons under ihe Daolaratlon wll/ cease and · 
terminate lo the extent provided In such document, and all su~ rights and. 
obligations shall be transferred to ·and assumed by !he Successor Declarant to 
the extent provided In euon document . 
, · ) 2.51. Supplamentaf Dec[arnti.Qo, AnY. Supp!ern~ntal beolaratlon 
( .I 
Including additlona! or further covenants, condllions and restrictions that might be 
. adopted from time to Ume wHh raspac:t to any portion or the Property or 
Expansion Pro!lMY or J[lprovamants that may be made part of Iha Property as 
provfded herein. 
ARTICLE 3. 
BLACK ROCK ~LANN.ED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
S. f. Establishment of Piz:mnect Unit Development. By this 
Daclaraflon. BJaok. Rock Is eslabllshad as a plan11ed unit development, subject lo 
the Rasarvalfon of Right to Expand as set forth In Article 22 below. 
3.2. Decl&m1H<m o.f Lot Poundarfes. The boumlarfas of each lot are 
dellnaaled on the Plat, and each Lot Is Jdenliflsd by the number or address noted 
011 the Plat. · 
3.3. flfil, The Plat wJIJ be flied for record Jn the office of the Recorder of 
Kootenal County, Idaho. The Plat may be flied as a whole or aa a series· or Plats 
from time to time. Any Plat nlad subsequent to the first Plat wlll be termed a 
supplarnent to the Plat, and. the numerlcar sequenoo.of each supplement wllf be 
shown on II. 
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llmltlng the general/ty. of the Foregoing, members of the Club and permitted . 
members of the publlc; shall have Iha right to park their \ishlolss on Iha roadways 
looatad Within the Property at reasonable ttmas bafore, during and after functions 
held by/atfhe Club, which may lnalude1 without llrnltatlon, golf f~urnaments. 
· 15.10, Bight of Entry. The Association shalf have the right, but not the 
obligation, to enter upon any Lo! ror emergency, security and safety reasons, to 
perform maintenance purauant to Arflcle15 hereof, and to lnepaOf for Iha purpose· 
of ensuring compliance with this Declaration, as amended from time to lime, any 
Supplemental Declaration, as amended from lime to.time, the Bylaws, the Design 
Guidelines, and any rules gpvemed by this Dec/aral/on, which right may be 
exercised by any member or the Board, the AesoclatJon. officers, agents, · 
employees and managers and all policemen, fireman, ambulance personnel and 
similar emargancy personnel In the performance· qf their duties. Except In an 
emergency situation, entry shall only be during reasoriable hours and after notice 
to 1he Owner. This right of entry shall rnolude the right of the AssooJatton to enter 
upon any Lot to cure any cond!Uon which may Increase Iha posslblllty of a fire or 
other hazard In the event an Owner falls or refuses to cure the cond/Non within a 
reasonable time aNar raqtJested by the Board, but sh~// not authorize entry Into 
any Dwelling Unit without permission of the owner except by emergency 
personnel acting In their off/clal capacllles. 
ARTICLE 16. 
SPECIAL DECLARANT RIGHTS 
AND ADDITIONAL RESERVED RlGHTS 
16, 1. General Provlslcms. Until the expiration oftl1e Period ofDaclarant 
Control1 Declarant w/11 have Ille 1ol!owlng Spacial Dac::larant Rights: · 
· 16.1.1. Qomrt/etlon of Improvement. The right 10 complat~ 
Improvements as Jnd/cated on any Plat flied with respect to the ?roparty, 
lnc::lud/ng, Jf any, the Expansion Properly; 
18.1.2. -J:}eveloprmmt Rights. Tha right to exercise a// 
development rights Jn connect1on·w1th lhe,daveJopmsnt of tlie Community 
{referre_d to hare as "Development Rlghtsu), Including wllhout llmltaUon Iha 
right or cornblnaHon of rights hereby reserved by Daclarant, as follows: 
{a) The right to annex all or part of the Expansion 
Property, If any, to the Project, In accordance wJthArticle 22. 
(b} The rlght lo cteale lots and Common Area on lhe 
Property, Including, If any, Iha Expansion Propsrty. 
{c) The right to subdivide Lois and convert Lots Into 
Common Area on Emy. part of the Property, inc/1:fdlng, If any, the 
EKpE:mslon Property: 
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{d) iha right to withdraw real estate, whether contained 
within the Propsrty lnltlally subject to this Daclarallon or within the 
Expansion Proparty, If any, from Communlly, as provldod In Article 
Z2. 
· (e) The exclusive rJght to modify road. water, sewer1 dry 
utlllUes and fire systems In accordance wilh any roquJremenls of · 
Kootenaf County or any olher governing a9amw having jurlsdlc:Uon 
far such systems. · . . 
(f) The right to develop the Property end/or the 
Expanelon Property tn suoh pllasos as Daclarant daama 
appropriate. 
16.1.3. SaJQS Actrvm@s. Tha right to malntaln.salas end · 
management offices, signs advortl~lng the project and model resldencas 
on the Common Area and on Lots owned by DeclarantJ whether contained 
within tha Property lnllfally subject to this Dac/amtlon, or ~vlthln the 
Expansion Property, If .E1ny. 
16.1.4 . .Eas2ments. The right to use Qasemenls through the 
Common Area on Iha Properly, Jnt;IUding the expansion Property, If any. 
for tha purpose of makfng Improvements on !he Property and ihe 
Expansion Property1 If any. · 
16.1.5. AssocJ.atfon Dlrgcfors §11~ Qfffcgrs. ·rhe right to appoint 
any officer or Director of the AssoclaUon, as provided In this Declaration or 
. the Bylaws. · 
16.1.6: Order 2f Exarcfse of paolarsmf's Rlg{ttf!. Declaranl 
makes no reprasentatlo11s and gives no assurances regarding the legal 
description or the boundaries of any phase of the t:xpanslon Property, /f 
any, or the order or time In which the phasas of the E><panalon Property, If 
any, may. be developed or lnoorpomtad In Iha ProjecJ, orwh!Jlhar or to 
what extant any ot the. Expansion Property, If any, wUI be dev.elopad or 
fnaorporated In the Projocr. Further, .Iha fact lhat Daclarant may exerclaa 
ona or more of Daclarant's Development Rights or other Spaolar Deafarant 
Rlghts on one pl)tllon of the Property (Including tha Expansion Properly, If 
any) w/11 not oparata to roqulm Dec/arant to exercise 11 Development Right · 
or othar Spac:lal Dsclarant Right wllh respect to any other portion of lhe 
Proparty (Including fhe Expansion Property. If any). 
16.2. Sutnilamental Provisions .B§garaing De(;Jimmt's Rlgbts. 
Without Umlffng the generality of lhe for1;1g0Jng, certain of fheaa Spacial Oeclarant 
Rights are explained more ruuy in this Article below. Further, Declarant rasarvas 
the right fo amend !his Oeolaratlon and any Plat In connection wJth Iha exercise 
of any Development Right or any other Spec/~f Dec:laront Right, and Declaranl · 
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assigns, and granted to the owner of .the pJanned Club Property to be localed 
upon the Lots described on the Plat as Club Property Parc.eJ A and Club Property 
Parcel B, and to their respeoUve officers, agents, employees and assigns, upon, 
across, over, In and under the Proparty and a right to make such use of the 
Property as may be neoessary or approprlate for conslructlon, maintenance and 
repafr off ha planned Club Property (/nciud/ng clubhouse and other 
Improvements and amenities} Jn such manner and at such Hme5 of the day or 
night as may be deemed appropriate In 1ha sole discretion of the owner. of the 
planned Club Property. 
16.6. Qntlnaoe !;u&emant. An easement ls hereby reserved to 
Deolarant for Itself and Ifs sucoessors and assigns and granted to 1he 
At1soclatlon, its officers, agents, employees, successors Elnd assigns 'tO enter 
upon, across, over, In and under any portion of the Propotfy for the purpose of 
changing, correcting, or otherwise modifying the grade or drainage channels <Jf 
the Properly so as to Improve lhe drainage of water. Reasonable efforts Wf11 be 
made to use thJs easem1mt so as no! to disfurb Iha uses of ths Owners, tha 
Asaociatron and Daclarant, as applicabJe1 to the extent possible; to proseoute 
suc_h drainage work promptly and axpedltlously; and to restore any areas 
affected by such work lo a sightly and usable condition as soon as reasonably 
possible followlng such work. Daclarant, or Its offlca111, agents, employaea, 
successors and-assigns must Inform and obtain the approval of the Board of 
Directors prjor to undertakf ng such drainage work, whloh approval will not be 
unreasonably wllhheld . 
. : ) 16.7. Oei;larant's Rlg!lf lncJdent tQ QonstruotJon: Deolarant, for Itself . 
and Its successors and assigns, hereby retains a right and easement of Ingress 
and egress over, in, upon, undar .an.d across the Common Area and the rfght to 
store materials thereon and to make such other usa fhernof as may be · · 
reasonably necessary or Incident lo the oo'nstruollon of the Improvements on the . 
Property or other real property owned by-Declarant; provided, however, that no 
such rights wlfl ba exercised by Declarant in suati a way as to unreasonably 
Interfere with the occupancy, use, einjoymenf or access to an owner's Lot by that 
Owner or his family, tenants, employ0as1 goosta, or Invitees. 
16.8, Ea1ement& DaemecJ Qreated. AU conveyanc&s of Lots hereafler 
made, whether by Declaran! orolherwlae, w/11 be construed to grant and reserve 
the easements ccmtalnad In !his Article, even though no specific reference fo 
such easements or to this Article appears fn rhe Instrument for such conveyance. 
ARTICLE 17. 
CLUB PROPcRTY· . . 
17.1. Qfub Prope!jy. Tlla golr course planned by Declarant wlll ba· 
privately owned and operated by the Club and Is not a p~rt of the Common Area 
hereunder. Nothing Jn this Declarallon nor any dasfgnallon or reference on any 
Plat, Fina! Development Plan, Black Rock Document, planned unll development 
document, approval document Issued by any government entity, dr~wlng. 
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:._) adverfisemenf, broohure, or any o!nar cfocumant In any way rolaUng to 
Communl!y or any ora! represantatJon of any agent of the Deolaran1 or any party 
( ·~ related to Declar.ant shall give rlse to any right,· whelher expressed or Implied, of 
\ 
) 
an Owner to play golf, hava ac:caas to !he Club Propeny, beaome e member of· 
th_e Club, require the Declarant to ·conalruot or maintain the area as a Club 
Property, or otherwise Impose any ob!lgatlon of Declaranl relallng In any way to 
the proposed Club Property. All arrangements relating to any Owner and !he 
planned Club Property must be In wrlUng signed by the ownar of !he planned 
Club Property and ehaJJ be separate and apart rrom th~ Black Rook Documents, 
The Club has tha exoluslve right lo determine from llme~to-llme; In Its sole.· 
d/scrailo11 and without noffce or approval of any change, how and by whom the 
Club Property aha/I be used. Sy way of example, bu! not Jlml!atlon, the Club has 
the right to approve users and determine e!lglblllty for tise, ·to reserve use rights 
for 1ulure purchaeers of lots, to terminate any or all use rlghts1 to change, 
etrmJna(a or cease oparallan of any or all of the Club Property, to tranSfsr any or 
all of Ifs rights to the Club Property or !he operation thereof to a11yone and on any 
terms which ft deems appropriate, to limit the avallablllty of uso prlvlleges, and to 
require the payment of B purchase price, initiation fee, membership deposit, dues 
and other charges for lha use prlvllegae. OWNERSHIP OF A LOT OR ANY 
PORTION OF THE PROPERTY OR MEMB.5RSHfP IN THE ASSOCrATION 
DOES NOT GJVE ANY VESTED RIGHT OR EASEMENT, PRESCRIPTIVE OR 
OTHERWISE, TO USE THS CLUB PROPERTY, OR TO ACQUIRE .A 
MEMBERSHIP JN THE CLUB AND DOES NOT GRANT ANY .OWNERSHIP OR 
MEMBERSHIP INTEREST IN THE CLUB OR THE CLUS PROPERTY. 
17;2, AcJmowleggroeols. Each Ownar, by acceptanDs of a deed or 
recorded contract of sale to a Lot acknowledges: · 
. 17.2. 1. That prlvllegas to use the Club Property shall be· subject tq 
the terms and conditions of the membership do~men!s for lhe Club, as 
the same may be amendetd from time-to-time (the •Membership Plan · 
Documents"). AcqulsWon of a membatshlp In the Club requires Ille 
payment of a membership deposit, and the rn£!mbsrshlp dues, f eas and 
charges. ihasa amounts shall be determined by !he Club as sat forth In 
the Mambarshlp Plan DocumBnts for the Club. Nolwllhstandlng tha fact 
thal the Club Property Is opan space or a recreation area for purposes of 
applfc:able :zoning ordlmmoos and regufations-, each Owner, by acqul&IHon 
of title lo a Lot, relaases and discharges forever the Declarant, Ille Club 
and their parlnars, officers, direc1ors, managers, employees, agenti> and 
afflllatas, from: (1) any claim that tha Club Property Is, or must be, owned 
andlor operated by the Association or tile Declarant, and (Z} any claim 
!hat tile Owners are entlUed to use the Club Properly by virtue of their 
ownership of a Lot wJlhol!l submllflng a membership deposit, and paying 
dues •. fees and charges eslablished by the Club from lima·to-11ma, and 
complying wlfh the terms and conditions of tha Memb~rshlp Plan 
Documents for Iha Club. 
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provided In this Declaration and by law and In the Articles of Incorporation and 
Bylaws. · · . · · . .. . 
27.B. Confllc::ts B1t&wmm Documents. In oasa of ci:mfllot between this 
Deolarallon and the Arlie/as of Incorporation or the .Bylaws, this Declaration wlll 
control. In case of conflict between !he Artlcles of Incorporation and Iha Bylaws, 
the Articles of Jnoorporatlon wll! conlrol. . 
27.7, Assignment, Daclemnt may assign an or any part of the Speo/al 
Deolarant Rights or any of Daclarant's other rights and reservations hereunder lo 
· any successor who takes tftte to all or 'part or the Property In a bulk purchase for 
the purpose of development and sala. Such successor wlll be identlfled, the · 
partlcufar rights being assigned will ba aper.If/ad, and, lo me extent required, 
concomitant obligations wlll be expressly assumed by such successor, elf In a 
wrlffen lnslrvrmmt duly reoordecl Jn tha records or lhe Recorder of Kootenai · 
Counly, Idaho. 
. 'fh J 
Datod this 30 day ortJ( I 2001. 
DECLARANT 
Black Rock Development, Inc:. 
an Idaho Corporation . · 
I~-·---
s1AreoP1nAHo j . 
SG, 
County of Koclenal 
..z. ,..W'\I, Non~~ no!luy publlcr fn 11nd /orlhe Sia le of Idaho, do h!lillbY certify lhel on 1111' 
,;;.ui_:, tl11y o , 2001, 'personally appeersd bt1for& ma Marshall R. Chesrown. who, b(l}ng by ma 
1irel !lul}I awom, re that he Je lh& P111&Jd11nl ofBlat:k Rock Drivelopment, Jno., Iha! ha elgned lho 
IOJS1JC!ng doaumDnl BB Pr1111Jdan1 or Bleck Rock Oev11l0pme11~ Inc., 11nd Iha! ha le aulholfi:ed \0 el!Jn 011 
behalf of Black Rook Development, Ina. · · 
Wilnae& my hantl end of!lolal i; 
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